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Abstract: The main objective of this study is to identify features of mini-map design as a navigational
aid in the virtual geographical space in 100 popular video games for a computer platform. The
following research methods were used: visual comparative analysis, classification and selection of
cartographic material, comparison of specific parameters for selected features of design elements,
and application of cartographic design rules and popularity of design solutions in video games. The
study revealed eight features of mini-map design and their popular parameters and attributes in
video games, with only one game meeting all conditions of popularity: projection: orthographic;
centring: player-centred; base layers: artificial; shape: circle; orientation: camera view; position:
bottom left; proportions: 2.1–3%; additional navigational element: north arrow. The key attributes of
the mini-map’s features were captured, which, when considered separately, complementarily and
potentially holistically, confirm the possibility of designing the mini-map according to traditional
cartographic design principles. The identified parameters of the mini-map can be useful not only in
the design of the game cartography interface, but also for other geomedia products.

Keywords: mini-map; map design; virtual geographical space; navigation aid; video games; game
cartography interface; graphical features

1. Introduction

A video game is a complex technological system that combines many programming,
geographical, cartographic, psychological and cognitive aspects [1,2]. Many video games
are based on real-world concepts to represent virtual geographical space and present a series
of phenomena linked by spatial information [3]. Year by year, game developers are building
increasingly complex geographical spaces with the help of growing computer game engines
(e.g., Unity, Unreal Engine, CryEngine, Frostbite) [4]. The subject of “cartography and
games” is taken up in research in the context of designing cartographic products, game
production, as well as aspects of gamification [5,6].

Maps are an integral part of cartographic research in the broad field of geomedia [7].
Maps are very often used in video games as a representation of a fictional geographical
space [8]. Thanks to the basic content and the cartographic elements used, players can
obtain spatial information about current events in the virtual world [9]. The design of a
map under traditional conditions must be based on conscious rules and decisions due to
the large variety of available methods and visual variables [10–12]. Therefore, in contrast
to video game developers who do not rely on cartographic principles to design a virtual
world, the authors believe it is worthwhile to investigate the relationship between the
user and cartographic products in games [13,14]. Maps play an important role in common
navigation both in video games and in real life by helping the user find their way and get
directly from A to B [15,16].

Game cartography interfaces are practically ubiquitous in games that involve explo-
ration and navigation of virtual geographical space [17]. As video games evolve, game
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developers are implementing newer and newer cartographic elements such as mini-maps,
compasses, arrows, cartographic symbols and others to better understand space [18].
Toups et al. [19] investigated how the player interacts with the maps during the game.
Based on the analysis, they referred to the design of the cartographic interface, but also to
its functionality in terms of manipulating the map and its navigational elements.

A very important element of the user interface in topographic orientation (comparison
of space with a map) in the virtual geographical space is the mini-map. The mini-map,
sometimes called a ‘radar screen’ or ‘corner map’, shows a miniature version of the game
world, or part of it, from the perspective of the top view [20]. The mini-map usually
represents a larger space than the area visible from the player’s main camera [21]. The
element in the game cartography interface is a kind of navigational aid that provides
detailed information about the position, orientation, objects nearby or terrain around the
player. The mini-map, usually created as one of the non-diegetic parts of the HUD (heads-
up display), provides important information to make the right decisions during the game
and plays an important role in navigation in different game genres (e.g., role-playing games,
multiplayer online role-playing games, racing games, shooter games, battle royale games,
survival games and strategy games), and especially in open-world games [22,23].

Indeed, geographical space is closely linked to different societies of people who relate
to each other through the natural environment that surrounds them [24]. On the other
hand, virtual geographical space is an environment that, through rules derived from real
geographical space, allows the reflection and shaping of existing geographical space or the
creation of fictitious spaces based on real-world rules [25]. The basic activity in video games
is to navigate through three-dimensional and two-dimensional virtual geographical spaces
in order to find a way to new destinations or to freely explore the game in conjunction
with the game’s open world [26]. One of the tasks of cartography that has found its
place in video game research over the years is to understand the definition and role of
“space” [27–30]. Almost all video games with programmed gameplay mechanics allow
players to memorise and assimilate new spatial knowledge, which they use to transparently
employ interactive navigational elements as they move through the game world [31,32].
In the article by Si et al. [33], the term ‘spatial exploration’ is mentioned as a fundamental
element of the game, where players increase their knowledge of geographical space and
improve navigation between important topographical objects.

The main problem addressed in the research concerns the development and the selec-
tion of basic features of mini-maps design for a navigation aid in the virtual geographical
space. The main objective of the study is to identify mini-map design features for a naviga-
tion aid in the virtual geographical space in video games. To achieve the main objective of
the research, the specific aims are: to identify and arrange features of mini-maps according
to their individual parameters and to capture key attributes for mini-map features that are
considered separately, complementarily and as holistically as possible.

2. Materials and Methods

The fundamental methods of the research were: visual comparative analysis, classi-
fication and selection of cartographic material, comparison and classification of specific
parameters for selected features of design elements and the application of cartographic
design rules, and popularity of design solutions in video games [34–38].

To meet the research objectives, the stages of research were:

• Selection of mini-map features: shape, position, orientation, centring, projection, base
layers, proportions, additional navigational elements (Section 2.1);

• Selection of the most popular and top rated video games that had a mini-map element
in the game cartography interface (Section 2.2);

• Identification of the parameters and attributes for classifying mini-map features
(Section 2.3);

• Analysis and juxtaposition of the mini-map features expressed as a percentage of each
specific parameter or attribute (Sections 3.1–3.8);
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• Graphical representation of mini-map design features (Section 3.9).

2.1. Selection of Mini-Map Features

The study proposes the following eight features of the mini-map: shape, position,
orientation, centring, projection, base layers, proportions and additional navigation ele-
ments. After a careful analysis of the scientific literature, the authors noticed the lack of
other scientific studies on the research topic under consideration. In selecting mini-map
features, we were guided by the principles of the traditional cartographic map design
and its components, as well as the design solution in video games [39,40]. Traditional
cartographic map design principles helped enforce mini-map features such as shape, po-
sition, orientation, proportions and projection. The design of user interface elements in
video games, on the other hand, helped organise features such as centring, base layers
and additional navigational elements. Many of these mini-map features overlap between
these two design worlds, and the combination of interdisciplinary principles allows for an
objective evaluation of the design of the mini-map.

The first feature that can be used to classify the parameters of mini-maps used in video
games is their shape. When creating interface elements, game developers adapt them to
the commonly understood style of the game, especially its graphic design [41]. The second
premise that determines the choice of the optimal shape of the mini-map is the willingness
to adapt it to other elements of the user interface, which is the most important part of the
navigation system due to its practical aspect [42]. The choice of the appropriate shape
allows proper use of space on the user’s screen (e.g., no unused spaces). The last factor
considered when designing a user interface is the experience of video game developers,
who sometimes choose to duplicate patterns that have worked well in other projects [43].

Another feature that characterizes the mini-map is the position of the interface ele-
ments on the screen. According to current trends in Western culture, interface elements
should be located in the upper or left part of the screen, which is due to the user’s re-
flex regarding the reading direction [44]. In the habits of Eastern cultures, on the other
hand, user interface segments tend to be located at the top or right edge of the screen [45].
The relationship described above is used especially in games that require players to react
quickly during the game. Placing important navigational elements in an intuitive position
allows the user to significantly reduce reaction time and also avoid unnecessary clicks and
deceptions [46]. In cartography, the creators of cartographic visualisations face a similar
problem concerning the position of inset maps and in the map layout [47].

An important feature in the design of a mini-map is an orientation and, thus, the
question in which direction the mini-map rotates in interaction with the camera of the
player looking at virtual space. Considering this feature of mini-maps, it should be pointed
out that it fulfils the role of a traditional compass, confirming that the mini-map should be
perceived as a navigational element [48]. The choice of an appropriate orientation by video
game developers facilitates the user’s topographical orientation in the virtual geographical
space, which affects the comfort of the game [49].

Video game developers have a choice between two types of mini-maps, depending
largely on the level of detail of the world created. The mini-map can represent the entire
game world, but it is possible, if not necessary, to represent many elements on the mini-map
that make up the synthetic appearance of the virtual space [50]. However, some games
require the representation of numerous elements that have a significant impact on the
gameplay, which can affect the readability of the mini-map [51]. Here, a larger scale of
the map is recommended and, thus, a stronger focus on the player’s current position in
the virtual world [52]. The above considerations show the importance of choosing the
appropriate scale of the mini-map for the needs of a particular video game, which also
argues for recognising the mini-map as a cartographic element in the user interface.

Another cartographic feature that video game developers must consider when design-
ing a mini-map is how it is projected onto the plane. The vast majority of virtual visualisa-
tions use orthographic projection, which is perpendicular to the displayed space [53,54].
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This allows the player to have a “bird’s eye view” of the virtual space surrounding them,
which allows them to estimate the distance more accurately between important points
in the game. Perspective projection is the second type of projection, which is much less
common in mini-maps. In this case, it is more difficult for the user to estimate the actual
distances, as the virtual world is displayed from a certain angle and is, thus, distorted.
However, this projection enables the representation of a larger field of view during the
game, which allows the player to quickly develop initial ideas about the next fragments of
the virtual geographical space.

An essential feature of the mini-map is the issue of the graphic design of the virtual
geographical space. This aspect concerns the features of the mini-map, which, on the one
hand, should fit the overall aesthetics of the interface and the game world and, on the other
hand, should aim to increase navigational efficiency during the game. Choosing the right
gameplay background and basic texture layers makes it easier to find one’s way around the
virtual space [55]. Game developers undertake to create a kind of graphic-aesthetic scheme
that allows defining a closed set of markers always associated with the same topographic
objects represented on the map and the mini-map (artificial layers), or on the use of unique
analogies consisting in the reflection of the mini-map textures used in the game (in-game
layers) [56,57]. In this way, the player has the possibility of constantly analysing the totality
of the space surrounding him. Video game developers can also choose transparent layers,
which allows the mini-map to focus only on the representation of cartographic symbols
that are central to topographical orientation in an unfamiliar space.

The proportions of the individual interface elements on the displayed screen is another
important design feature of the UI (user interface), which directly affects the appearance
and readability of the game during play. The proportions of the individual elements are
understood as the percentage of the area they occupy in relation to the total available
screen [58]. The appropriate size of the cartographic element of the mini-map is extremely
important, as too small an element size may result in insufficient visibility of the elements
displayed on it, making it only a decorative element of the user interface. On the other
hand, a mini-map that is too large may obscure other important elements of the video
game’s graphic design that may prove important during gameplay. As suggested by game
designers, mini-maps should generally not exceed 10% of the available viewing area [50].

The final optional element of graphical user interface design in video games can be
all kinds of navigational components designed to increase navigational efficiency when
navigating virtual geographical space. A significant distinguishing feature of the criterion
discussed here is the fact that it is not necessary to commit to a single additional navigational
element [59]. However, when deciding on additional elements, video game designers
should think about the functionality of the chosen solutions, because too much complexity
in the number of elements may not make it easier or even more difficult for the user to find
his way around the virtual space during the game [60,61].

2.2. Selection of Video Games

The number of professional video games released grows every year, and it is impossi-
ble to describe all available games in one article. Modern technologies of computer game
engines offer increasingly better ways to create a graphic design and integrate a program-
ming environment to develop a video game. The research focuses on games published for
a computer platform (PC). Another criterion for selecting a game for analysis was whether
the game had a navigation element in the user interface, i.e., a mini-map.

From the large number of online portals that provide video game ratings and publish
lists of popular video games in history, 14 online portals were selected. The websites were
selected by the Google search engine and ranked based on the phrases “top 100 video
games” and “best 100 PC video games” (17 January 2022) in order of their display on the
first and second page of popularity. According to Su et al. [62], a higher position in the
internet search engine enables more frequent visits by internet users.
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The 100 most popular and highest rated video games on video game websites were
selected and categorised. The video games were rated by website users (gamers) and video
game critics based on their subjective opinion of the game. The selection of games did not
take into account that the same video games were duplicated from different websites. For
each criterion of the mini-map features, a game was analysed only once.

The list of web portals analysed includes portals related to:

• Information services such as IGN [63–71];
• websites that collect critics’ ratings, e.g., Metacritic [72–74];
• gaming magazines, such as, e.g., PC Gamer [75,76];
• websites that collect surveys on different fields, such as, e.g., Ranker [77].

On the other hand, the list of 100 games collected includes such titles as: The Witcher
3: Wild Hunt, Dead Rising 4, Grand Theft Auto V, Assassin’s Creed IV: Black Flag, Forza
Horizon 5, Red Dead Redemption 2, Guild Wars 2, World of Warcraft, Counter- Strike:
Global Offensive, Warcraft III, Call of Duty: Warzone, Cyberpunk 2077, World of Tanks
or League of Legends (Figure 1). All 100 games were installed on a computer and tested
during a gameplay [Appendix A].
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Figure 1. Examples of video games with a mini-map in the game cartography interface (A) Red Dead
Redemption 2; (B) Guild Wars 2; (C) Cyberpunk 2077.

2.3. Parameters and Attributes for Classifying Mini-Map Features

Based on the visual analysis of the chosen 100 video game interfaces, the following
parameters and attributes were classified for the selected 8 features of the mini-map (Figure 2):

• Shape divided into 7 parameters: circle, irregular, rectangle, diamond, parallelogram,
square and ellipse (Figure 2A).

• Position of the mini-map on the user interface in 5 basic parameters of placement: top
left, top right, bottom left, bottom centre, bottom right (Figure 2B).
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• Orientation of the mini-map to the game environment: camera view (rotation of the
mini-map relative to the player’s camera during the game), north view (rotation of
the mini-map relative to the north direction in the game) and static (no rotation of the
mini-map) (Figure 2C).

• Mini-map centring: player-centred (only a limited field of view is represented, covering the
player’s immediate surroundings) and world-centred (miniature map of the world) (Figure 2D).

• Projection: orthographic (top view) and perspective (oblique view) (Figure 2E).
• Base layers: artificial (with different textures than in the virtual geographical space),

transparent (without spatial background or with artificial textures for important objects
in the game) and in-game (textures as in virtual space) (Figure 2F).

• Proportions of the size of the mini-map and the whole game screen: 0–1%, 1.1–2%,
2.1–3%, 3.1–4%, 4.1–5%, 5.1–6%, 6.1–10% (Figure 2G).

• Additional navigational elements that support the mini-map to navigate in the virtual
geographical space: chessboard, compass, directional cues, peripheral arrows, text
and north arrow. This criterion took into account that a single video game may use
several additional navigation elements (Figure 2H).
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((A) shape, (B) position, (C) orientation, (D) centring, (E) projection, (F) base layers, (G) proportions,
(H) additional navigational elements).

3. Results

The analysis result in the juxtaposition form of mini-map features expressed as a
percentage for each specific parameter or attribute is presented in Figure 3. The design
features are listed in order from the first with the clearest indication of the preferred
parameter (projection: orthographic 97%) to the last features with an unclear indication of
the popularity of the parameters in the selected 100 video games.
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Figure 3. The percentage of use of a specific parameter of the mini-map with examples of video
games according to their majority unambiguity. Bold red stands for the highest percentage, solid red
for a value close to the highest, blue colour for values far from the highest. * One video game can use
many additional navigational elements.

3.1. Projection

Almost all video games used the mechanism of orthogonal projection in the mini-map
to visualise the virtual world of the game (97%). Only 3% of the mini-maps used perspective
projection to visualise the game space (Grand Theft Auto V, Forza Horizon 5, Watch Dogs).
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3.2. Centring

The vast majority of mini-maps use the mechanism of a limited field of view covering
the immediate surroundings of the player (80%). The predominant option is used especially
in the genres RPG (role-playing game), MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role-
playing game) and FPS (first-person shooter). Only 20% of the games choose the variant
of a miniature map of the virtual world. This type of mini-map was mainly found in the
game genres MOBA (multiplayer online battle arena) and RTS (real-time strategy).

3.3. Base Layers

This feature is dominated by mini-maps in which artificial layered textures were
used (58%). Secondly, video game developers opted for a transparent mini-map that only
highlights the key elements of the game (26%). Most rarely, game developers used in-game
textures of the virtual geographical space that reflected the actual view of the player’s
camera (16%).

3.4. Shape

Most of the mini-maps (45%) are in the shape of a circle. They are followed by a
rectangle (17%) and a square (16%). The least popular are unusual geometric shapes such
as: irregular (11%), ellipse (6%), parallelogram (3%) and diamond (2%).

3.5. Orientation

In the case of the analysed video games, more than half chose to orient themselves to
the player’s camera (53%). Static orientation is second (40%) and orientation to the north of
the virtual geographical space is the least common (7%).

3.6. Position

Holzinger et al. [78] noted that user interface elements embedded on the left side of
the screen performed better than those on the right side. On the other hand, Edler et al. [79]
showed in their study that the legend of the thematic map placed on the right side is read
and decoded much faster than the legend on the left side. The analysis shows that the most
frequently chosen position for a mini-map in the user interface is “bottom left” (36%). The
next choice of developers was “top right” (31%), while the option “bottom centre” was only
used in one game (1%). It can be seen that the split between the left side of the mini-map
(50%) and the right side (49%) is insignificant.

3.7. Proportions

For the criterion of the size of the mini-map, the range of 2.1–3% (36%) in relation to
the entire screen displayed was chosen most frequently. The size options 1.1–2% (35%)
and 3.1–4% (18%) were also frequently chosen. The smallest size range 0–1% (2%) and
mini-maps covering a larger area of the screen: 4.1–5% (4%), 5.1–6% (1%), 6.1–10% (4%)
were used least frequently.

3.8. Additional Navigational Elements

Each game can have more than one additional navigational element on the user
interface (mini-map is the main navigational element). Four-fifths of the video games have
additional navigational elements besides the mini-maps to help the player find his way
around the virtual geographical space (80%). The most popular navigational element is
the north arrow, which points north in space (37%). Slightly less often, developers used
peripheral arrows to indicate the destination (28%). The implementation of directional cues
in the game was seen comparatively often (24%). The use of text elements was seen in 18%
of games to increase the accuracy of navigation, while a compass element was introduced
in 16% of games. Occasionally, a chessboard mechanism was added to the mini-map to
better distinguish individual areas of the virtual world (4%).
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3.9. Mini-Map Composition

Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the most popular attributes from eight
mini-map design features. The composition is the result of the percentage rating of the
parameters calculated separately for each feature from Figure 3. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the features should meet the following popular parameters: projection:
orthographic; centring: player-centred; base layers: artificial; shape: circle; orientation:
camera view; position: bottom left; proportions: 2.1–3%; additional navigational element:
north arrow. It is particularly noteworthy that only one mini-map from Assassin’s Creed IV:
Black Flag meets the above-mentioned parameters of all eight mini-map features (Figure 4).
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4. Discussion

Basic geometric shapes, such as a rectangle and a square, are usually used in designing
shapes for traditional maps for navigation. The mini-map as a cartographic interface
element in video games breaks with the basic principles of cartographic design by preferred
use of the circle shape. Such a design of the mini-map by the game developers could be
due to the fact that the shape of the circle often fits better with the graphic aesthetics of
the game. The authors note an additional functionality of the shape described, as it allows
symmetrical distance to be shown in any direction of the displayed space.

With regard to the position feature, the lower left corner of the screen proved to be
the most frequent choice of the developers in designing the position of the mini-map. As a
result of the analysis, a slight tendency to place the mini-map element at the bottom of the
screen can be identified. Traditional cartographic design principles also suggest placing
location maps below the main cartographic content.

The orientation, centring and projection features support the interaction between the
player and the user interface. The continuous rotation of the mini-map in relation to the
movement of the virtual character’s camera, the display of the player’s current position
together with the immediate surroundings and the orthogonal projection onto the plane of
the geographical space support the player in permanent topographical orientation.

As with the design of traditional topographic maps, game developers usually opt
for an artificial texture layer that is distinct from the referenced geographical space. The
graphic process aims to develop a pattern of navigational behaviour that enhances the
interpretation of topographic objects in virtual geographic space.

The vast majority of video games favour smaller mini-maps with an aspect ratio of
1.1% to 3% of the total game screen. It can be assumed that the creators of these games
intended the mini-map to play the role of an additional navigation option that enables
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orientation in virtual space. Even in traditional cartography, the location map is relatively
small compared to the frame of the main content of the cartography.

When designing a complex navigation system, game developers do not limit them-
selves to individual interface elements. As the results of the analysis show, in addition to the
mini-map, the developers often use other additional elements that are familiar to users from
everyday life (north arrow or compass). It is worth mentioning that the above-mentioned
elements are always a fixed part of the interface during the game. However, many games
also use dynamic navigational elements that depend on current events or phenomena in
the virtual geographical space (different types of lines or highlighted symbols).

The unexpected fact of the research that all eight parameters are fulfilled with the
highest percentages by only one game gives rise to a discussion about the complemen-
tarity and holistic nature of the design process in the context of the analysis of mini-map
features [80]. Therefore, the authors draw attention to the possibility of grouping several
selected features instead of treating all eight features of the mini-map together. Based
on the comparison in Figure 3, four design features can be identified that have clearly
defined priority parameters. Figure 5 shows the four most preferred parameters, which
22 out of 100 games fulfil: projection (orthographic), centring (player-centred), base layers
(artificial) and shape (circle). The four features with the addition of camera view orientation
implement mini-maps from 16 games, while the addition of the north arrow implements
15 selected video games. For the position feature, an unchanged trend of slightly more
mini-maps in the lower left corner of the screen was noted (10 games). However, when
identifying the four priority features, the proportion of smaller mini-maps is surprisingly
much larger (13 games 1.1–2%).
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5. Conclusions

In summary, the identification of mini-map design features in video games is very
valuable for a navigational aid in the virtual geographical space. The authors focused on
the selection and classification of the cartographic features of the mini-map element in the
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graphical user interface of video games in terms of the proposed parameters and attributes.
The proposed research approach resulted in revealing eight features of mini-map design
in video games, according to their most popular parameters and attributes: projection:
orthographic; centring: player-centred; base layers: artificial; shape: circle; orientation:
camera view; position: bottom left; proportions: 2.1–3%; additional navigational element:
north arrow (Figure 3). If we interpret the mini-map features individually according to
the popular parameters and attributes, we find that only one game fulfils all conditions
(Figure 4). Based on the identification and arrangement of the eight mini-map features
according to their individual parameters and attributes, we can conclude that the four most
commonly used attributes are: orthographic projection, player-centred view, artificial base
layer, circle shape (Figure 5). The feature of mini-map position on the screen is the most
difficult to define, as the bottom left and bottom right corners are similarly preferred and
the other two corners also have high usability.

In response to the additional research objectives of the article, it can be stated that
the fundamental elements of the mini-map most commonly found among video game
designers were indicated (Figure 5). They form the core of the cartographic design of the
mini-map, on which further research on other evaluation criteria can be based.

The authors captured key attributes for mini-map features that are considered sepa-
rately, complementarily and as holistically as possible, confirming the nature of mini-map
design as part of an individual creative process that can be supported by traditional carto-
graphic design principles [81,82]. These studies also confirm the importance of map design
in the context of usability, which goes hand in hand with the popularity of cartographic
products in new geomedia, such as mini-maps in video games [83].

The features analysed make the mini-map an important cartographic element in the
visualisation of geographical space, providing detailed spatial information in a useful
form. In general, the mini-map as the main element of the game cartography interface, is
designed in accordance with the principles of cartographic design. The only significant
divergency from the rules of map design is the use of a circle shape instead of a traditional
rectangle. However, such a divergency is related to the specificity of navigation in virtual
geographic space, which is the result of the necessary adaptation of cartographic design to
new geomedia.

A navigation in spaces is not limited to virtual worlds, but takes place in all activities
that have to do with moving around in our world. Cartographic elements in games, such
as a mini-map, fulfil many conditions that can be compared to satellite applications on
mobile phones [84]. The design of these elements usually varies according to the needs of
presenting and exploring the geographical space. Fundamentally, they have a common
task, which is to help people navigate through real or virtual spaces. Further research
should include the possibility of comparing the individual design processes to identify
differences in functions and tasks.

The authors hope that the identified most popular parameters of the eight features can
be useful not only in the design of video games, but also in other cartographic products
dealing with virtual and augmented reality. User-centred design focuses on the needs of
the player [85] and the needs of the map users [57,86]. Future projects will also need an
evaluation of popular solutions by gamers and map users to determine which solutions
actually work best and are not just the most popular. Given the growing interest in the video
game industry worldwide, more research is needed on the optimisation and effectiveness
of the user interface and cartographic products.
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Appendix A

Alphabetical list of the 100 games with a mini-map by Name-Year-Genre:
Age of Empires II: HD Edition-2013-Strategy; Albion Online-2017-MMORPG; Anno 1404-

2009-Strategy; Apex Legends-2019-Action; Assassin’s Creed IV: Black Flag-2013-Action; Battle-
field 1942-2002-Action; Battlefield 2-2005-Action; Battlefield 2042-2021-Action; Black Desert
Online-2014-MMORPG; Borderlands 2-2012-Action; Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare-2007-
Action; Call of Duty: Black Ops-2010-Action; Call of Duty: Warzone-2020-Action; Company of
Heroes-2006-Strategy; Company of Heroes 2-2013-Strategy; Cossacks 3-2016-Strategy; Counter-
Strike: Global Offensive-2012-Action; Counter-Strike: Source-2005-Action; Crackdown 3-2019-
Action; Crysis-2007-Action; Cyberpunk 2077-2020-Action; Darksiders 2-2012-Action; Days
Gone-2021-Action; Dead Cells-2018-Platform; Dead Island-2011-Action; Dead Rising 4-2016-
Action; Dekaron-2007-MMORPG; Destiny 2-2017-Action; Deus EX: Human Revolution-2011-
RPG; Divinity: Original Sin II-2017-RPG; Dota 2-2013-MOBA; Dragon Age: Origins-2009-
RPG; DRAGON QUEST XI S: Echoes of an Elusive Age—Definitive Edition-2018-RPG; Dying
Light-2015-Action; Elex-2017-RPG; Factorio-2020-Strategy; Far Cry 3-2012-Action; Far Cry
4-2014-Action; Fifa 22-2021-Sports; Final Fantasy XII: The Zodiac Age-2018-RPG; Final Fantasy
XIV-2013-MMORPG; For Honor-2017-Action; Fortnite-2017-Action; Forza Horizon 5-2021-
Racing; Genshin Impact-2020-RPG; Grand Theft Auto III-2002-Action; Grand Theft Auto V-2015-
Action; Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas-2005-Action; Grand Theft Auto: Vice City-2003-Action;
Grim Dawn-2016-RPG; Guild Wars-2005-MMORPG; Guild Wars 2-2012-MMORPG; Heroes
of Might and Magic III-2004-Strategy; Hitman 3-2021-Action; L.A. Noire-2011-Adventure;
League of Legends-2009-MOBA; Lost Ark-2022-MMORPG; Mad Max-2015-Action; Medal of
Honor-2010-Action; Medieval II: Total War-2006-Strategy; Middle-earth: Shadow of War-2017-
Action; Monster Hunter World-2018-RPG; Need for Speed Payback-2017-Racing; Nioh-2017-
RPG; Northgard-2018-Strategy; Orcs Must Die! 2-2012-Action; Path of Exile-2013-MMORPG;
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds-2017-Action; Red Dead Redemption 2-2019-Action; Rome: Total
War-2004-Strategy; RuneScape-2003-MMORPG; S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Call of Pripyat-2009-Action;
Saints Row 4-2013-Action; Sleeping Dogs-2012-Action; Sniper Elite 4-2017-Action; Sniper:
Ghost Warrior 3-2017-Action; Spellforce 3-2017-Strategy; Star Wars: Knights of the Old Re-
public-2003-RPG; Star Wars: The Old Republic-2011-MMORPG; Starcraft II: Wings of Liberty-
2010-Strategy; The Ascent-2021-RPG; The Binding of Isaac: Afterbirth-2015-Action; The Crew
2-2018-Racing; The Riftbreaker-2021-Action; The Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings-2011-RPG; The
Witcher 3: Wild Hunt-2015-RPG; Titanfall 2-2016-Action; Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon: Wildlands-
2017-Action; Torchlight 2-2012-RPG; Total War: Shogun 2-2011-Strategy; Valheim-2021-Action;
Valorant-2020-Action; Vanquish-2017-Action; Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne-2003-Strategy;
Warframe-2013-Action; Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War—Dark Crusade-2006-Strategy; Watch
Dogs-2014-Action; World of Tanks-2010-Action; World of Warcraft-2004-MMORPG; Yakuza 5
Remastered-2021-Action.
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